FORS SILVER has been awarded to Hill & Smith just months after receiving Bronze award!

Hill & Smith have been awarded the Silver award in the Fleet Operation Recognition Scheme (FORS). This award recognises Hill & Smith efforts in maintaining their Bronze accreditation whilst proving their vehicles have advanced technologies that encourage best practice and health and safety in the workplace. Hill & Smith are now GOING FOR GOLD!

COMING SOON TO BRISTORM ACCESS...

Leading the way for product innovation, Hill & Smith have expanded their Bristorm HVM range further. Last month the introduction of the ASTM F2656-15; M50 P1 Rise Gate was announced; the manual rising arm gate designed to complete ANY P1 perimeter and integrate seamlessly with our renowned Bristorm ZERO Fence.

BUT... We will be launching something new and exciting very soon that expands our Bristorm ACCESS range even further...

www.bristorm.com
Bristorm ZERO Fence site integration started by recognised UK Installer

The global reach and success of our Bristorm ZERO Wire Rope Fence continues! We have supplied 350m to one of our customers, Arbus, who has won a contract to install this on a large site located in the UK. With support from our technical team, Arbus have the capabilities and experience to see that the fence is installed as per the ASTM F2656-15 M50 P1 rating! We look forward to seeing our ZERO run in-situ later on in the year.

Well done Arbus!
Going for ZERO!

In case you missed it... Welcoming the BRI-RISE Gate!

ASTM F2656-15; M50 P1

Hill & Smith launched their FIRST HVM Gate last month. Tested and approved to ASTM F2656-15, the NEW BRI-RISE Gate works in conjunction with the renowned Bristorm ZERO Fence as it successfully achieved the M50 P1 performance rating. Seamless integration with the Bristorm Fence line means an emergency access point can be created allowing authorised vehicular access, that doesn’t compromise the integrity of the perimeter line or the site itself.

The BRI-RISE gate is manually lifted and is completely self-balancing making it easy to lift and eliminates the risk of mechanical or electrical failure. The rising arm can also be fixed in position making it a viable solution should underground services be present, removing the need to disrupt the surrounding infrastructure. Designed, tested and manufactured in the UK; Great British engineering at it’s finest.
Hill & Smith are leading the way for testing as they embark on achieving a new performance rating for their Brifen wire rope VRS. Currently tested to EN1317 and NCHRP 350 the Brifen 3 or 4 rope system is recognised around the world but we are now looking to improve the specification process across global markets.

Hill & Smith Limited are actively seeking a MASH accreditation for their Brifen VRS making them the first manufacturers in the world to have this rating against a wire rope highway safety barrier. The Brifen system is already renowned across the world for its flexible design, easy and quick installation and low maintenance lifecycle costs.

We are proud to introduce IPH as our new, official PARTNER!
Based in Argentina, IPH are established wire rope manufacturers and have been recognised across Latin America since 1949. They have joined the Hill & Smith Limited family as an official distributor for the renowned Brifen Wire Rope VRS and with their vast experience, we look forward to seeing our market leading Brifen barrier installed across this region!
As Platinum Group Members of the Black Country Chamber of Commerce (BCCC), we were delighted to have been given the opportunity to show Pat McFadden around the Hill & Smith Factory. Pat McFadden is the Labour MP for the West Midlands and after the tour, we were able to highlight the successes and concerns we face as a local company, supplying goods Internationally. Discussing all things highways, steel, security and International trade, we hope Mr McFadden enjoyed meeting all members of our team here at Hill & Smith!
It's Exhibition Season!

THANKS FOR JOINING US!

We exhibited at the Traffex- Road Expo Scotland show just last week, which was held at the Royal Highland Centre in Edinburgh. The 2 day show is one of the best bringing together industry professionals from across Scotland, to discuss all things HIGHWAYS!

Stand H15 at Highways UK from 07.11.2018 to 08.11.2018.

We will be exhibiting at the NEC in Birmingham, like we have done for a number of years, to talk all things HIGHWAYS. The Highways UK exhibition is a pivotal event in our annual calendar as we take this opportunity to meet with some of our best customers from all over the UK!

Stand M80 at International Security Expo!

From 28.11.2018 to 29.11.2018, we will be exhibiting at the Olympia in London at the UK’s largest Security show! We have exhibited at this event for a number of years, but this year is bigger than ever before! Join us and we can show you some life size samples of our wire rope perimeter fence, bollards and street furniture!